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Salesforce Industries (SFI) provides specialized solutions with specific industry models and procedures, to help businesses digitally transform with speed and flexibility.

Panaya ForeSight enables you to manage SFI changes and updates with complete confidence, mapping the changes’ impact across your org ahead of time, enabling you to maximize your development pace, futureproof your solutions, and reduce the risk of bugs and issues.

**ENHANCED CHANGE EFFICIENCY**

Plan and design your solutions, with full understanding of dependencies between Industries Omni Studio components, to make sure you avoid rework and that your application meets your users’ needs.

**RISK MITIGATION**

Ensure high quality and reliable releases by ‘shifting left’ errors and potential issues. Understand graphically the direct or indirect impact of every change and ensure your planned implementations don’t break any existing functionality.

**STREAMLINED TROUBLESHOOTING**

Quickly trace the root cause of bugs and save hours of manual investigations and downtime. View the source code of JSON representation for Omni studio components to help you easily locate errors or inconsistencies and make necessary adjustments to resolve the problem.

**TECH DEBT REDUCTION**

Review and manage potential Tech Debt components, including Omni Studio components, in one centralized location. Effortlessly remove inactive components and obsolete fields, decluttering your org and improving overall performance.
The complexity of industry-specific solutions, compliance requirements, data integrity and security concerns require Salesforce Industries configurations and customization to be bulletproof.

Ensuring the stability and reliability of SFI configurations is essential for achieving the desired outcomes and maximizing the value of the Salesforce Industries implementation.

PANAYA FORESIGHT ENSURES A SMOOTH, SAFE AND RELIABLE SFI JOURNEY
Platform Highlights

OPTIMIZED PLANNING

- Accelerate Salesforce Industries updates and releases by analyzing dependencies between SFI Omni Studio components - Data Raptors, Flex Cards, Integration Procedures and Omni Scripts - with just a few clicks.

- Quickly understand when a field or picklist value is impacting Omni Studio components, to help you identify and avoid costly mistakes during the planning stage.
Platform Highlights

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

• Find the source of any problem in seconds by easily searching for any string noted in the Omni Studio components, including detailed Omni Scripts steps. Understand the complete dependencies, and instantly locate the related source code.

• Effortlessly identify errors or inconsistencies in Omni Studio component, including JSON representation and examining the source code. Significantly reduce the time and resources needed for fixing bugs and other issues.
Salesforce Industries offers the advantages of industry-specific functionality, accelerated time-to-market, enhanced user experience and scalability. However, it also presents challenges related to the learning curve, customization complexity and industry-specific regulations.

For these reasons change management and data driven planning are crucial for successfully managing and maintaining SFI Cloud.

**PANAYA FORESIGHT SIMPLIFIES SFI IMPLEMENTATIONS WHILE TAKING THE RISK OUT OF MANAGING SFI RELEASES AND DAY-TO-DAY CHANGES.**

Panaya ForeSight ensures that any development or customization of Omni Studio component does not lead to unexpected consequences in existing processes and workflows. It helps you test changes and ensure the quality of your SFI configurations. It eliminate risks and validates the overall reliability of your SFI setup. If a problem occurs, you can use Panaya ForeSight to trace it immediately, all the way to the source code.

With Panaya Foresight, you can leverage the full power of your SFI solution and continue to build – and innovate – with complete confidence.

Book your Personalized demo
Panaya provides cloud-based application delivery and testing solutions that provide collaboration between Business and IT.

Enabling enterprise agility with faster release velocity and uncompromising quality, Panaya delivers an optimized user experience with end-to-end visibility of the application lifecycle.

Since 2008, 3,000 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been turning Panaya to deliver quick quality change to enterprise applications.

Book your Personalized demo